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Oh, you blessed release!
Every thought I’ve ever had,
every detail of my #firstworldproblems-ridden day
can be told to all 115 of my devoted disciples.
No longer are the days when I must wonder
what @xSTACHx thinks about #TheWalkingDead
or girls on the internet. I can tell the world
yes, all the world, that hot chocolate is the #bestdrinkever
and that @ZooeyDeschanel is flawless
as Jovie in Elf, as I sit alone watching Christmas movies in October
before it’s socially acceptable. But you accept me
and my request to follow your every move—
every breath and complaint and opinion.
You proclaim my woes and provide a platform
for my public one-sided debates! You help me follow
all the latest #trends and all my favorite celebrities
because they’re people just like me
and live lives just like mine
and like putting cinnamon on their toast
just like I like putting cinnamon on my toast
and hey doesn’t that just make us practically the same person?
Oh, my darling Twitter account, you just get me
like no one else I’ve ever poured my soul out to,
and you provide me with such useful insights
about all my favorite friends and strangers.
Without you, I would have never known
that @CircaShawn put the #justice back in #fizzbitch
or that @AKARhyDefine just drove through a bird cloud.
And when I’m blue and feel like posting a #sadtweet about how I’m #foreveralone
you’re always there day or night to inform everyone
who is awake just like me that they have (1) New Tweet
and that (1) New Tweet will quickly turn into (17) New Tweets
as I go on my Twitter Rampage about how much the world
and everyone in it is personally out to get me
and they could never understand how I feel. At least not like you.
But if I don’t get an @reply to any of my near-genius revelations
I can surely come up with one that will,
because the value my self-worth is directly related
to the number of retweets I can get in a day.
And after all, @MadiShane is right: “The Gist of Twitter:
“Give me validation or give me death.” – Humankind”
which is just #sotrue to #mylife
and you can’t just make that stuff up.